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VIII. SUPPORT FOR LOW-INCOME CONSUMERS
A.

Overview

326. We agree with the Joint Board that the Commission's low-income programs,
Lifeline Assistance ("Lifeline") and Lifeline Connection Assistance ("Link Up"), should be
revised in order to achieve three primary goals. First, we adopt the Joint Board's
recommendation that Lifeline service should be made available to low-income consumers
nationwide, even in states that currently do not participate in Lifeline. To that end, we adopt
the Joint Board's recommendations that Lifeline service should be provided to low-income
consumers in every state, irrespective of whether the state provides matching funds, and that
all eligible telecommunications carriers should be required to provide Lifeline service. We
also agree with the Joint Board's recommendation to increase the federal Lifeline support
amount, but condition such an increase on the state permitting its carriers to reduce intrastate
charges paid by the end user.
327. Second, we adopt the Joint Board's recommendation to make the collection and
distribution of support for Lifeline and Link Up competitively neutral. Therefore, we find
that support for Lifeline and Link Up should be provided by contributions from all interstate
telecommunications carriers, and all eligible telecommunications carriers should be permitted
to receive support for offering Lifeline service to qualifying low-income customers or reduced
service-connection charges through Link Up.
328. Third, as the Joint Board recommended, we conclude that Lifeline consumers
should have the benefit of certain basic services and policies. We therefore find, as did the
Joint Board, that Lifeline service should include: single-party service, voice grade access to
the public switched telephone network (PSTN), DTMF or its functional digital equivalent,
access to emergency services, access to operator services, access to interexchange service,
access to directory assistance, and toll limitation. We also adopt the Joint Board's
recommendation to prohibit disconnection of Lifeline service for non-payment of toll charges
and service deposit requirements for customers who accept toll limitation.
B.

Authority to Revise Lifeline and Link Up Programs
1.

823

1,

Background

329. Since 1985, the Commission, pursuant to its general authority under sections
4(i),824 201,825 and 205826 of the Act and in cooperation with state regulators and local
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The Commission's regulations should "make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United
States . . . a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communications service with adequate
facilities at reasonable charges." 47 U.S.C. § 151.
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telephone companies, has administered two programs designed to increase subscribership by
reducing charges to low-income consumers. The Commission's Lifeline program reduces
qualifying consumers' monthly charges, and Link Up provides federal support to reduce
eligible consumers' initial connection charges by up to one half.
330. Pursuant to its authority in sections 1, 4(i), 201, and 205, the Commission has
amended Lifeline and Link Up on numerous occasions since 1985. In July 1995, the
Commission issued an NPRM to review Lifeline and Link Up in light of its statutory mandate
to make telecommunications service available to all Americans.827 After passage of the 1996
Act, the Commission sought comment in this proceeding on the effect of the new legislation
on its low-income programs.828 The Commission noted in particular section 254(j),829 which
states that "[n]othing in [section 254] shall affect the collection, distribution, or administration
of the Lifeline Assistance Program provided for by the Commission under regulations set
forth in section 69.117 of Title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, and other related sections of
such title."830 The Commission asked if section 254(j) prevented it from making any changes
in the Lifeline program.831
331. In its Recommended Decision, the Joint Board determined that section 254(j)
could be reconciled with other portions of section 254 regarding competitive neutrality and
support for low-income consumers in all regions of the nation.832 The Joint Board found that
Congress did not intend for section 254(j) to codify the existing Lifeline program, but that it
intended to give the Joint Board and the Commission permission to leave the Lifeline
program in place without modification, despite Lifeline's inconsistency with other portions of
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"The Commission may perform any and all acts, make such rules and regulations, and issue such orders,
not inconsistent with this Act, as may be necessary in the execution of its functions." 47 U.S.C. § 154(i).
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the 1996 Act. The Joint Board further concluded that it had the authority to recommend, and
that the Commission has the authority to adopt, changes to the Lifeline program to make it
more consistent with the 1996 Act.833
2.

Discussion

332. We agree with the Joint Board that section 254(j) allows us to adopt certain
changes to the Lifeline program in order to make it consistent with the goals of the 1996
Act.834 We thus concur with the Joint Board's finding that Congress did not intend for section
254(j) to codify every detail of the existing Lifeline program, but that it intended to give the
Joint Board and the Commission permission to leave the Lifeline program in place without
modification, despite Lifeline's inconsistency with other portions of the 1996 Act.
333. Our authority to alter the existing low-income assistance programs must be
understood in light of our general authority to preserve and advance universal service under
section 254. As we describe in detail in section XIII.F below, we find that section 254
clarifies the scope of the Commission's universal service responsibilities in several
fundamental respects. Most notably, universal service as defined by section 254 is both
intrastate and interstate in nature. This feature of universal service is evident, for example, in
the case of low-income support programs. Affordability of basic telephone service is
necessary to ensure that low-income consumers have access not only to intrastate services but
to interstate telecommunications as well.
334. Thus, as discussed in section XIII.F below, we agree with the Joint Board that
state and federal governments have overlapping obligations to strengthen and advance
universal service. We further conclude that section 254 grants us authority to ensure that
states satisfy these obligations. That authority is reflected, among other places, in Congress's
directive that the Commission ensure that support is "sufficient" to meet universal service
obligations.835 Although states also must ensure that their support mechanisms are
"sufficient," they may only do so to the extent that such mechanisms are not "inconsistent
with the Commission's rules to preserve and advance universal service."836 Of course, in
identifying a sufficient amount of Lifeline support, the Commission must consider support
provided by state universal service programs.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 284.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 283.
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47 U.S.C. § 254(d).
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335. In fulfilling our responsibility to preserve and advance universal service, we
find that the 1996 Act clarifies not only the scope of the Commission's authority, but also the
specific nature of our obligations. With respect to the Lifeline and Link-Up programs, we
observe that the Act evinces a renewed concern for the needs of low-income citizens. Thus,
for the first time, Congress expresses the principle that rates should be "affordable," and that
access should be provided to "low-income consumers" in all regions of the nation.837 These
principles strengthen and reinforce the Commission's preexisting interest in ensuring that
telecommunications service is available "to all the people of the United States."838 Under
these directives, all consumers, including low-income consumers, are equally entitled to
universal service as defined by this Commission under section 254(c)(1). Even prior to the
passage of the 1996 Act, we expressed a desire to reexamine the effectiveness of low-income
programs.839 We find that the principles in section 254 that the Joint Board endorsed provide
further impetus to undertake that review.
336. We thus adopt the recommendation of the Joint Board840 to reject the view
offered by some commenters841 that section 254(j) prevents the Commission from making any
change to the Lifeline program. As the Joint Board concluded, we find that Congress did not
intend to codify the existing Lifeline program so as to immunize it from any future changes
or improvements.842 We therefore conclude, as did the Joint Board, that Congress
intended in section 254(j) to permit the Commission to leave the Lifeline program in place,
notwithstanding that the program may conflict with the pro-competitive provisions of the 1996
Act.843
337. Moreover, by its own terms, section 254(j) applies only to changes made
pursuant to section 254 itself. Our authority to restrict, expand, or otherwise modify the
Lifeline program through provisions other than section 254 has been well established over the
past decade. In 1985, we created Lifeline under the general authority of sections 1, 4(i), 201,
and 205 of the Act. Since then, we have relied on those provisions to modify the program on
several occasions. Just months before the passage of the 1996 Act, we issued an NPRM
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announcing our intention to re-examine whether "additional measures may now be necessary
to carry out our statutory mandate of making universal service available to all Americans."844
We must assume that Congress was aware of the Commission's authority under Titles I and II
to amend Lifeline.845 Consequently, we agree with the Joint Board that we retain the
authority to revise the Lifeline program.
338. We also agree with the Joint Board that we are not barred from relying on the
authority of section 254 itself when modifying the Lifeline program. Although section 254(j)
provides that nothing in section 254 "shall affect" the Lifeline program, nonetheless, like the
Joint Board, we do not believe that section 254(j) can reasonably be read to prevent us from
changing Lifeline to bring it into conformity with the principles of section 254. Section 254
clearly gives the Commission independent statutory authority to establish federal mechanisms
to provide universal service support to low-income consumers, and section 254(j) in no way
can be read to usurp the Commission's authority under section 254 to establish such
mechanisms. Were section 254 to be interpreted to prohibit us from revising our rules
establishing the Lifeline program, we could, pursuant to section 254, establish new lowincome universal service support mechanisms and then, acting pursuant to sections 1, 4(i), and
201, simply abolish the Lifeline program as duplicative. We do not believe that Congress
drafted section 254(j) to require the Commission to elevate form over substance in this
manner.
339. Like the Joint Board, we believe that a more plausible interpretation of section
254(j) exists. Section 254(j) indicates that Congress did not intend to require a change to the
Lifeline program in adopting the new universal service principles. Presumably, Congress did
not want to be viewed as mandating modifications to this worthy and popular program.
Congress did not intend, however, to prevent the Commission from making changes to
Lifeline that are sensible and clearly in the public interest. Thus, we agree with the Joint
Board that it "has the authority to recommend, and the Commission has authority to adopt,
changes to the Lifeline program to make it more consistent with Congress's mandates in
section 254 if such changes would serve the public interest."846
340. In this section, we make changes to the Lifeline program that we believe are
necessary, are in the public interest, and advance universal service. We emphasize that, in
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Subscribership Notice, 10 FCC Rcd at 13004.
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See Goodyear Atomic Corp v. Miller, 486 U.S. 174, 184 (1988) (Congress is presumed to know the
existing law pertinent to the legislation it enacts). See also Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517, 114 S. Ct.
1023, 1030 (1994), citing Lorillard v. Pons, 434 U.S. 575, 580 (1978) (Congress is presumed to be aware of an
administrative or judicial interpretation of a statute).
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doing so, we are relying principally upon our preexisting authority under Titles I and II of the
Communications Act (particularly sections 1, 4(i), 201, and 205). To the extent that we act
on the basis of the principles of section 254(b), however, we rely on the authority of that
section as well.
C.

Changes to Structure of Lifeline and Link Up
1.

Background
a.

Lifeline

341. As noted in the NPRM, the Commission's Lifeline program currently reduces
end-user charges that low-income consumers in participating jurisdictions pay for some statespecified level of local service that includes access to the PSTN and some local calling.847
Support is provided in the form of a waiver of the federal SLC;848 to participate, states are
required to generate a matching reduction in intrastate end-user charges. States may choose
to participate in either of two Lifeline Assistance plans. Under Plan 1,849 a qualifying
subscriber's monthly telephone bill is reduced through a waiver of one half of the $3.50
federal SLC. The customer's ILEC receives the waived amount from the Lifeline Assistance
fund. The subscriber's bill is further reduced by state support that must match or exceed the
federal contribution, which may be generated from any intrastate source.850 Under Plan 2,
which expands Plan 1 to provide for waiver of the entire residential SLC (up to the amount
matched by the state), a subscriber's bill may be reduced by twice the SLC (or more, if the
state more than matches the value of the federal waiver).851 As with Plan 1, the state
contribution may come from any intrastate source. Under either plan, qualifying subscribers
may receive assistance for a single telephone line in their principal residence. NECA bills the
interstate costs of both programs to IXCs with more than 0.05 percent of presubscribed
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47 C.F.R. § 69.104(j)-(l). Currently, 44 states (including the U.S. Virgin Islands and the District of
Columbia) participate.
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The SLC, which is capped at $3.50, is assessed on subscribers as a way for ILECs to recover a portion
of the subscriber loops costs assigned to the interstate jurisdiction. For a more detailed discussion of the SLC,
see infra section XII.
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47 C.F.R. § 69.104(j).
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Intrastate sources of funding include, for example, state assistance for basic local telephone service,
connection charges, or customer service deposits. These intrastate matching contributions, along with the federal
contribution, are disbursed to ILECs.
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47 C.F.R. § 69.104(k).
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lines.852 While Plan 2 requires the verification of participating subscribers' qualifications, Plan
1 requires only that subscribers' qualifications be "subject to verification."853 Of the 44 states
participating in Lifeline, only California offers a Lifeline program under Plan 1.854
342. The Joint Board recommended expanding Lifeline to every state and requiring
all eligible telecommunications carriers, as defined in section 214(e), to offer Lifeline
service.855 The Joint Board recommended that the Commission eliminate the state matching
requirement and provide for an increased baseline level of federal support in the amount of
$5.25 per primary residential connection, plus one half of any support generated from the
intrastate jurisdiction, with federal support not to exceed $7.00 per primary residential
connection.856 To make Lifeline competitively neutral, the Joint Board recommended that the
program be supported by a universal service support mechanism to which all
telecommunications carriers that provide interstate telecommunications services contribute on
an equitable and nondiscriminatory basis, with their contributions being a function of their
revenues.857 The Joint Board also recommended enabling all eligible telecommunications
carriers, not just ILECs, to be eligible to receive support for providing Lifeline service.858
With regard to customer qualification to receive Lifeline service, the Joint Board
recommended that the Commission maintain the current framework for administering Lifeline
qualification in states that provide matching support for Lifeline,859 with the criteria to be
based solely on income or factors directly related to income.860 The Joint Board
recommended that for states that choose not to match support from the intrastate jurisdiction,
the Commission should adopt default means-tested qualification standards.861
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47 C.F.R. § 69.117.
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Indus. Analysis Div., FCC Monitoring Report May 1996 CC Docket No. 87-339, at tbl. 2.1 (1996) ( 1996
Monitoring Report). California allows subscribers to self-certify their eligibility to participate in the Lifeline
program, which is only allowed under Plan 1.
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343. Pursuant to the Joint Board's recommendation that state members of the Joint
Board submit a report to the Commission on low-income issues prior to the Commission
issuing its final Order,862 the state members submitted their report on March 27, 1997.863 The
state Joint Board members assert that the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service
should closely monitor the new low-income support programs to ensure effective
implementation of our policy goals with regard to low-income consumers.864
b.

Link Up

344. The Commission's existing Link Up program helps low-income subscribers
initiate telephone service by paying half of the first $60.00 of installation charges.865 Where
an ILEC has a deferred payment plan, Link Up also will pay the interest on any balance up to
$200.00, for up to one year.866 To be eligible for this program, a subscriber must meet a
state-established means test, and may not, unless over 60 years old, be another's dependent for
federal income tax purposes.867 Link Up currently is funded through an expense adjustment
that allocates ILECs' Link Up costs to the interstate jurisdiction, effectively passing them on
to IXCs.868
345. The Joint Board recommended that, in order to make the program competitively
neutral, the Link Up funding mechanism should be removed from the jurisdictional
separations rules and funded through contributions from all eligible interstate
telecommunications carriers.869 The Joint Board also recommended that the Commission
amend its rules to eliminate the requirement that the commencement-of-service charges
eligible for support be filed in a state tariff.870 The Joint Board recommended871 that the
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 301.
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State Members' Report on Low-Income Services, CC Docket No. 96-45 (Mar. 27, 1997) ( State LowIncome Report).
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present level of Link Up support remain the same.872 The Joint Board further recommended
that for customer qualification, the same modifications be made to Link Up as were
recommended for Lifeline.873 Additionally, the Joint Board recommended that the
Commission prohibit states from restricting the number of service connections per year for
which low-income consumers who relocate can receive Link Up support.874
2.

Discussion
a.

Expanding Lifeline Nationwide

346. We share the Joint Board's concern over the low subscribership levels among
low-income consumers875 and agree that changes in the current Lifeline program are
warranted. Like the Joint Board, we are particularly concerned that two factors deter
subscribership among low-income consumers. First, several states do not participate in the
Lifeline program, and therefore low-income consumers in those regions do not have access to
Lifeline.876 Second, some low-income consumers in states that participate in the Lifeline
program receive no assistance because not all carriers in those areas are obligated to offer
Lifeline. We find that the unavailability of Lifeline to low-income consumers in these areas
runs counter to our duty to "make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United
States . . . a rapid, efficient Nationwide . . . wire and radio communication service."877 The
unavailability of Lifeline to many low-income consumers also conflicts with the statutory
principle that access to telecommunications services should be extended to "[c]onsumers in all
regions of the Nation, including low-income consumers."878 For these reasons, we revise the
Lifeline program pursuant to our authority under sections 1, 4(i), 201, 205, and 254 to
promote access to telecommunications service for all consumers.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.
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That is, any eligible telecommunications carrier may receive support for providing Link Up if that carrier
offers a reduction in the eligible customer's connection charge equal to one half of the carrier's customary
connection charge or $30.00, whichever is less.
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347. Carriers' Obligation to Offer Lifeline. We concur with the Joint Board's
conclusion and reasoning that, to increase subscribership among low-income consumers, we
should modify the Lifeline program so that qualifying low-income consumers can receive
Lifeline service from all eligible telecommunications carriers.879 Our determination arises
from a concern that, in certain regions of the nation, carriers may not offer Lifeline service
unless compelled to do so. In requiring all eligible telecommunications carriers to offer
Lifeline service to qualifying low-income consumers, we make Lifeline part of our universal
service support mechanisms. We emphasize, however, that in imposing this obligation, we
are acting under our general authority in sections 1, 4(i), 201, and 205 of the Act, as well as
our authority under section 254.
348. Expanding Lifeline to Every State and Modifying Matching Requirements. We
also agree with the Joint Board that the Lifeline program should be amended so that
qualifying low-income consumers throughout the nation can receive Lifeline service.
Presently, only 44 states (including the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin Islands)
participate in Lifeline.880 Because the Lifeline program currently requires states to make a
matching reduction in intrastate rates in order to qualify for the SLC waiver, a state's decision
not to participate means that federal support will not be available in that state. We agree with
the Joint Board that a baseline amount of federal support should be available in all states
irrespective of whether the state generates support from the intrastate jurisdiction. We agree
with the Joint Board, however, that state participation in Lifeline historically has been an
important aspect of the program. As a result, we agree with the Joint Board that matching
incentives should not be eliminated entirely. As discussed below and as the Joint Board
recommended, we will provide a baseline federal support amount to qualifying low-income
consumers in all states, with a matching component above the baseline level.
349. We recognize that the Joint Board, along with several commenters,881 has
expressed concern that eliminating the matching requirement might reduce states' incentives to
provide intrastate support to reduce Lifeline rates further.882 If that result were to occur, total
Lifeline support in participating states might decrease below current levels. We have no
reason to believe, however, that states will reduce their current support levels if we do not
require state matching of federal support. Consequently, we fully expect that the support
provided in states currently participating in Lifeline will continue at least at their present
levels. We expect, however, that the Joint Board will continue to monitor this situation and
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recommend appropriate action if states do not provide adequate Lifeline support.
350. Lifeline Support Amount. The Further Comment Public Notice asked: (1)
whether the new universal service support mechanisms should provide support for Lifeline in
order to make the support technologically and competitively neutral; and (2) if so, whether the
amount of the Lifeline support still should be tied to the amount of the SLC.883 In
determining the appropriate amount of support for Lifeline, the Joint Board indicated that it
was uncertain whether a federal support amount equal to the level of the SLC (currently a
maximum of $3.50), absent any state support, would be a sufficient baseline federal support
amount. Although the Lifeline program currently provides federal support in the form of a
SLC waiver (i.e., up to $3.50), that support must be matched by equal or greater reductions in
intrastate rates. Thus, Lifeline customers currently receive overall reductions in their charges
of $7.00 or more, depending upon state participation. Our revised Lifeline program, as
recommended by the Joint Board, will be available in all states, irrespective of state
participation. Thus, as the Joint Board noted, the baseline support must provide a sufficient
level of support even in states that generate no support from the intrastate jurisdiction. The
Joint Board therefore proposed a baseline amount of $5.25 in federal support, which is halfway between the current maximum federal support level of $3.50 and the $7.00 reduction in
charges that a Lifeline customer would receive assuming full state matching.884 In general, we
believe that the record supports adopting the Joint Board's proposal. Furthermore, we note
that a number of commenters, including parties with much knowledge about the needs of lowincome consumers, such as state regulators, consumer advocates, and advocacy groups for the
poor, support the Joint Board's proposal.885 Sprint contends that an increased federal support
amount is especially necessary as basic local service rates move closer to cost due to rate
rebalancing, access charge reform, and changes in universal service policy.886 While some
commenters oppose increasing the support amount,887 others advocate even greater increases
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In the Recommended Decision Public Notice, the Commission asked whether the $5.25 baseline amount
suggested in the Recommended Decision was likely to be adequate. The Commission further asked in the Public
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in support. We therefore conclude that the $5.25 amount represents a sound compromise and
a pragmatic balancing of the goals of extending Lifeline to states that currently do not
participate and maintaining incentives for states to provide matching funds.
351. We adopt the Joint Board's recommendation regarding federal Lifeline support
amounts in virtually all respects. Lifeline consumers will continue to receive the $3.50 in
federal support that is currently available. Further, as the Joint Board recommended, we will
provide for additional federal support in the amount of $1.75 above the current $3.50 level.
For Lifeline consumers in a given state to receive the additional $1.75 in federal support, that
state need only approve the reduction in the portion of the intrastate rate paid by the end user;
no state matching is required. The requirement of state consent before we make available
federal Lifeline support in excess of the federal SLC is consistent with our overall deference
to the states in areas of traditional state expertise and authority.888 This approach is consistent
with the Joint Board's recommendation because it raises to $5.25 the level of federal Lifeline
support that is available even if the state generates no support from the intrastate jurisdiction.
Because the states need not provide matching funds to receive this amount, but only approve
the reduction of $1.75 in the portion of the intrastate rate that is paid by the end user, we
believe that the states will participate in this aspect of the program.
352. We also adopt the Joint Board's recommendation that we "provide for
additional federal support equal to one half of any support generated from the intrastate
jurisdiction, up to a maximum of $7.00 in federal support."889 Thus, if a state provides the
minimum amount of matching support to receive the full federal support amount, the total
reduction in end user charges would increase from $7.00 under the current system to
$10.50.890 We believe that this increase in total support will affect positively the low
subscribership levels among low-income consumers that concerned the Joint Board. As with
the $1.75 in federal support above $3.50, states will have to approve this reduction in
intrastate rates provided by the additional federal support amount.
353. We conclude that our approach accomplishes the Joint Board's goals of
increasing subscribership and maximizing matching incentives. We conclude that providing
Lifeline support in all states, irrespective of state participation, will help increase
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subscribership in those states that presently do not participate in the Lifeline program. At the
same time, we conclude that our additional support offers states an incentive to generate
intrastate support to receive the additional $1.75 (over $5.25) in federal support and thus will
increase support in many states. We have no reason to conclude that states will not
participate in the modified Lifeline program.891 The 1996 Act embraces the principle that
universal service should be provided to all Americans at affordable rates, and we believe that
states will respond to meet this goal. The 1996 Act envisions a federal-state partnership in
preserving and advancing universal service.892 Thus, we conclude that it is important for
states to retain a role in assessing and responding to low subscribership levels. Moreover,
states may have greater familiarity than we with income levels, demographic patterns, and
factors affecting low-income subscribership. We also recognize that many states are in the
process of determining their spending priorities for universal service. Until these procedures
are completed, we will continue to evaluate our Lifeline program and to look to the Joint
Board for guidance.
354. A few parties suggest that the Commission should not offer additional federal
support in currently participating states that, in response to the availability of additional
federal support, reduce their matching contribution below existing levels.893 According to
these commenters, the provision of additional federal support will give currently participating
states an incentive to reduce their present levels of support. We agree with Oregon PUC,894
however, that we should not penalize qualifying low-income consumers based on the actions
taken by the state in which they live. While Lifeline customers will receive varying support
amounts depending on how much support their state provides, we believe that all low-income
consumers throughout the country should have the opportunity to receive the same minimum
federal support amount. For this same reason, we reject Kansas CC's proposal to condition
the entire amount of federal support on state participation.895
355. CPI asserts that providing additional federal support in states such as New
York, which has a Lifeline rate of $1.00, could cause the Lifeline rate to drop below zero (to
negative $0.75).896 Similarly, MCI opposes the provision of additional federal support

891

Under our new plan, low-income consumers will receive the full $10.50 in support if their state provides
$3.50 in intrastate support, as now occurs in 44 jurisdictions.
892

See 47 U.S.C. §§ 254(b)(5), 254(f).

893

See, e.g., CPI comments at 4; NYNEX comments at 9; SBC reply comments at 14.

894

Oregon PUC comments at 4.

895

Kansas CC comments at 3-4.

896

CPI comments at 3.
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because, it reasons, $5.25 in federal support would be greater than some states' Lifeline rates
of between $3.00 and $10.00.897 We conclude that the federal support amount in no case
should exceed the Lifeline rate.
356.
MCI also asserts that, rather than offering additional federal support in order to
provide residents of non-participating states with a sufficient level of assistance, the
Commission should offer additional federal support only in states without Lifeline
programs.898 We conclude, however, that MCI's proposal effectively would penalize states
that do generate Lifeline funds. The Commission seeks to encourage states to generate
Lifeline support; providing additional federal support in only states that do not participate
would create incentives for currently participating states to cease providing matching funds
and discourage currently non-participating states from beginning.
357. Some commenters express concern,899 as did the Joint Board, that offering
additional federal support may have no direct effect on Lifeline subscribers' rates in many
populous states with established Lifeline programs and instead may result only in shifting the
burden of supporting low-income consumers from the state to the federal jurisdiction. We
recognize that offering additional federal support may shift the burden of supporting Lifeline
consumers to the federal jurisdiction. The Commission could avoid this result by not offering
additional federal support in states that currently participate; we do not wish, however, to
penalize states that have implemented Lifeline programs or to penalize low-income consumers
based on the state in which they live.
358. A number of commenters assert that the Commission should not offer
additional federal Lifeline support absent evidence that such additional support would increase
subscribership levels among low-income consumers.900 Some of these parties contend that the
main reason low-income consumers lose access to telecommunications services is not because
local telephone service is unaffordable, but rather because they have not paid their toll bills.
While we agree, as discussed below, that some low-income consumers may lose access to
telecommunications services because they did not pay their toll charges, we also conclude that
the existing Lifeline program has generally made telephone service more affordable for lowincome consumers. In a recently released report on telephone subscribership, we found that
although subscribership rates are comparable in states with and without Lifeline programs,
increases in subscribership among low-income households have been greater on average in

897

MCI comments at 14.

898

MCI comments at 13-14.

899

See, e.g., California PUC comments at 10; Citizens Utilities comments at 19.

900

See, e.g., AT&T comments at 15; Centennial comments at 11-12; Georgia PSC comments at 17.
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states with Lifeline programs than in states without Lifeline programs over the last 10
years.901 The report found that the overall subscribership rate for states with Lifeline
increased by 2.5 percent, while, in states without Lifeline, subscribership increased by only
0.5 percent. For households with incomes under $10,000 (expressed in 1984 dollars), which
would comprise the households primarily affected by Lifeline, the average increase in
subscribership was 6.4 percent in states with Lifeline compared to 2.2 percent in states
without Lifeline. These data suggest that the Lifeline program appears to help increase and
sustain subscribership levels, despite the study's showing that subscribership rates among lowincome consumers in states without Lifeline are similar to those in states with Lifeline.
Furthermore, the fact that 44 states (including the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin
Islands) currently generate intrastate support to participate in Lifeline demonstrates that most
states find that Lifeline is an effective program.
359. Some commenters express concern that the Joint Board's proposed expansion of
Lifeline would increase the size of the federal support mechanisms excessively.902 We
observe, however, that even with their expansion to the states currently not participating,
Lifeline and Link Up will continue to account for a relatively small percentage of total
universal service funding.903 Lifeline and Link Up are narrowly targeted, explicit, and
important for maintaining and increasing subscribership in a competitive marketplace. We
agree with Washington UTC904 that the $7.00 per-person cap on federal Lifeline support will
guard against an excessive burden on federal support mechanisms. We therefore decline to

901

See Telephone Penetration by Income by State, Common Carrier Bureau, FCC, mimeo 72418 (rel. Feb.
24, 1997).
902

See, e.g., New York DPS comments at 14-15; USTA comments at 33; Georgia PSC reply comments at

17.
903

Currently, approximately 4.4 million consumers participate in Lifeline, and the size of the Lifeline fund
is approximately $137 million. By expanding Lifeline to states currently not participating in Lifeline and
assuming full participation by all Medicaid participants in those states (the largest low-income assistance
program on which we are basing Lifeline qualification, as discussed infra), we estimate that the number of
Lifeline consumers could increase by approximately 1.9 million. This, in addition to the increased federal support
amount, could result in an approximately $489.3 million Lifeline support mechanism (assuming that states
currently providing matching funds continue to provide matching support, and that all state commissions approve
the maximum federal support amount). The Link Up support mechanism will remain at $18.4 million if there is
no change in consumer participation and assuming consumers receive only one reduced service connection
charge per year (although, as discussed infra, they will be permitted to receive more than one reduced connection
charge). For each consumer receiving an additional reduced connection charge, the size of the federal funding
mechanisms will increase by $30.00. If California, the only state currently not participating in Link Up, begins
to participate, the Link Up funding mechanism will increase to approximately $23.6 million. Thus, the new
Lifeline and Link Up support mechanisms could amount to approximately $512.9 million of support from the
interstate jurisdiction.
904

Washington UTC comments at 12.
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adopt Citizens Utilities' suggestion905 that, in all cases, Lifeline subscribers should receive
only $3.50 in federal support, supplemented by an additional $1.75 for every $1.75 provided
by the state, because we find that $3.50 is insufficient support for Lifeline customers residing
in states that choose not to provide matching support.
360. We reject commenters' arguments that the federal Lifeline support amount
should vary according to state-specific circumstances, such as telephone rates, economic
status, and demographics.906 CPI, for example, proposes setting the federal support amount at
one half of the national average rate or one half of the area's prevailing rate for the designated
services, whichever is lower.907 CPI uses a current national average rate of approximately
$18.00 to conclude that the resulting maximum Lifeline rate, and the federal support amount,
would be $9.00. As CPI acknowledges, its recommendation would result in a federal support
amount that greatly exceeds $5.25.908 We conclude that setting the federal support at $9.00
for each low-income subscriber would increase the size of the Lifeline support mechanisms
more than necessary to achieve our goal of assuring an adequate level of support nationwide.
Moreover, we note that the proposal we adopt today actually results in a combination of state
and federal funding of $10.50 per consumer, if the state provides funding sufficient to
generate the maximum amount of federal support, rather than the $9.00 in support that CPI
suggests. Further, we decline to adopt a proposal in which the federal support amount would
vary by state, because this variation could make the size of the universal service support
mechanisms unpredictable and the program difficult to administer.909 Additionally, CPI's
proposal would not entail significant state involvement in determining and achieving
affordable rates for low-income consumers. As for commenters concerned about the amount
of support for low-income individuals living in high cost areas,910 we are confident that the
support mechanisms we adopt today for high cost, rural, and insular areas, combined with
Lifeline, will achieve sufficient assistance for low-income consumers in high cost areas.
361.

905

The Joint Board observed that many states currently generate their matching

Citizens Utilities comments at 19-20.
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See, e.g., CPI comments at 2-4; Puerto Rico Tel. Co. comments at 15; South Carolina comments at 1415; Vermont PSB comments at 11; Wyoming PSC comments at 10.
907

CPI comments at 2-4.

908

CPI comments at 1-2.

909

As discussed supra, however, the federal baseline support amount would be reduced in states in which
providing the full support amount would result in Lifeline rates below zero.
910

See, e.g., Vermont PSB comments at 12; Wyoming PSC comments at 10.
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funds through the state rate-regulation process.911 These states allow incumbent LECs to
recover the revenue the carriers lose from charging Lifeline customers less by charging other
subscribers more. Florida PSC points out that this method of generating Lifeline support
from the intrastate jurisdiction could result in some carriers (i.e., ILECs) bearing an
unreasonable share of the program's costs.912 We see no reason at this time to intrude in the
first instance on states' decisions about how to generate intrastate support for Lifeline. We do
not currently prescribe the methods states must use to generate intrastate Lifeline support, nor
does this Order contain any such prescriptions. Many methods exist, including competitively
neutral surcharges on all carriers or the use of general revenues, that would not place the
burden on any single group of carriers. We note, however, that states must meet the
requirements of section 254(e) in providing equitable and non-discriminatory support for state
universal service support mechanisms.
362. We also conclude that we must seek further guidance from the Joint Board on
how to ensure the integrity of the Lifeline program in light of changes we make today to our
access charge rules. In the Access Charge Reform Order, as part of our effort to implement
the Joint Board's suggestion that the current per-minute CCL charge be modified to reflect the
non-traffic sensitive nature of loop costs, we implement a flat charge per primary residential
line that is to be assessed against the PIC. If the customer does not select a PIC, however,
the presubscribed interexchange carrier charge (PICC) will be assessed against the end user.913

363. We wish to ensure that these changes to our Part 69 rules, which were not
contemplated when the Joint Board made its recommendations,914 will not have an adverse
impact on Lifeline customers. Specifically, we are concerned that the PICC may be assessed
against Lifeline customers who elect to receive toll blocking (for which federal support will
now be provided) because they will have no PIC associated with their lines. Accordingly, we
seek further guidance from the Joint Board on how to maintain the integrity of the Lifeline
program and ensure competitive neutrality in light of these changes to our Part 69 rules.
b.
364.

Making Lifeline Competitively Neutral

Section 254(b)(7) gives the Joint Board and Commission the authority to adopt

911

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 302.

912

Florida PSC comments at 6.

913

See Access Charge Reform Order at § III.A.3.

914

We initiated our access charge reform proceeding on December 24, 1997. See Access Charge Reform

NPRM.
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additional principles upon which to base the preservation and advancement of universal
service. In this Order, we endorse the Joint Board's recommendation that we adopt the
principle of "competitive neutrality" and conclude that universal service support mechanisms
and rules should not unfairly advantage one provider, nor favor one technology.915 Consistent
with this principle, we agree with the Joint Board916 that the funding mechanisms for Lifeline
should be made more competitively neutral. Like the Joint Board, we find no statutory
justification for continuing to fund the federal Lifeline program through charges levied only
on some IXCs.917 As required by section 254, all carriers that provide interstate
telecommunications service now will contribute on an equitable and nondiscriminatory basis.
Thus, for example, LECs, wireless carriers, and other interstate telecommunications service
providers will contribute.918 In response to the NPRM, several commenters oppose changing
the current contribution mechanisms because the current programs are specifically targeted to
individual subscribers.919 We conclude, however, as do many commenters,920 that the new
funding mechanisms recommended by the Joint Board will be more competitively neutral than
the current system, which passes the entire federal burden of low-income support to IXCs,
without sacrificing the targeting that has characterized the current program. We also conclude
that low-income consumers will continue to benefit directly under these funding mechanisms.
365. In addition, we concur with the Joint Board's recommendation that all eligible
telecommunications carriers, not just ILECs, should be able to receive support for serving
qualifying low-income consumers.921 Currently, only ILECs, which charge SLCs and waive
such charges for low-income consumers, can receive support under most circumstances.922
We find, however, that eligible telecommunications carriers other than ILECs also should
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See supra Section II.

916

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 302.

917

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 302.

918

See section XIII (Administration), infra, for a complete discussion of the telecommunications providers
that must contribute to the universal service support mechanisms.
919

See, e.g., PacTel NPRM further comments at 59; SNET NPRM further comments at 7.

920

See, e.g., AT&T comments at 15; California PUC comments at 10; MCI comments at 12; New York
DPS comments at 13-14; North Dakota PSC comments at 2; Ohio PUC comments at 13; Sprint comments at 4;
Washington UTC comments at 11; WorldCom comments at 22-23.
921

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 302.

922

Since the passage of the 1996 Act, the Commission's Common Carrier Bureau has certified some CLECs
to offer Lifeline. Generally, these carriers have been required to stipulate to requirements that mirror those
imposed on ILECs, including that the CLEC charge a federal SLC.
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have the opportunity to compete to offer Lifeline service to low-income consumers and in
turn receive support in a manner similar to the current program. Support will be provided
directly to carriers under administrative procedures determined by the universal service
administrator in direct consultation with the Commission.
366. We acknowledge that the distribution of support to non-ILEC carriers cannot be
achieved simply by waiving the SLC. Carriers other than ILECs do not participate in the
formal separations process that our rules mandate for ILECs and hence do not charge SLCs
nor distinguish between the interstate and intrastate portion of their charges and costs. With
respect to these carriers, we conclude that Lifeline support must be passed through directly to
the consumer in the form of a reduction in the total amount due. Indeed, sections 254(e) and
(k) require eligible telecommunications carriers to pass through Lifeline support directly to
consumers.923 Furthermore, we do not believe that requiring carriers to pass through the
support amount conflicts with our desire to establish mechanisms that are respectful of
traditional state authority. Rather, we note that a portion of every carrier's charge can be
attributed to the interstate jurisdiction, whether or not the carrier formally participates in the
separations procedure. We could, of course, calculate the precise amount of the interstate
portion by requiring all carriers seeking to offer Lifeline service to stipulate to regulatory and
rate-structure requirements that would not otherwise apply to them, such as a requirement to
charge a federal SLC. Given the deregulatory objectives of the 1996 Act, however, we do
not wish to impose regulations on carriers that would not, because of their comparative lack
of market power, otherwise be subject to them. In any event, we find such a step to be
unnecessary.
367. The interstate portion of ILECs' rates to recover loop costs is, almost without
exception, greater than the amount of the SLC cap for residential subscribers; we are therefore
confident that this amount is a reasonable proxy for the interstate portion of other eligible
telecommunications carriers' costs. Thus, we conclude that we may require an amount equal
to the SLC cap for primary residential and single-line business connections to be deducted
from carriers' end-user charges without infringing on state ratemaking authority. Furthermore,
we find that providing the same amount of Lifeline support to all eligible telecommunications
carriers, including those that do not charge SLCs, advances competitive neutrality. In sum,
we conclude that breaking the link between Lifeline and the Commission's Part 69 rules will
promote competitive neutrality by allowing eligible carriers that are not required to charge
SLCs, such as CLECs and wireless providers, to receive federal support for providing
Lifeline. We therefore reject BellSouth's argument that the Lifeline program should continue

923

See 47 U.S.C. §§ 254(e) ("A carrier that receives [universal service] support shall use that support only
for the provision, maintenance, and upgrading of facilities and services for which the support is intended.") and
254(k) ("A telecommunications carrier may not use services that are not competitive to subsidize services that
are subject to competition.")
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to operate exclusively as a SLC waiver.924
368. The precise mechanisms for distributing and collecting Lifeline funds will be
determined by the universal service administrator in direct consultation with the Commission.
In general, however, any carrier seeking to receive Lifeline support will be required to
demonstrate to the public utility commission of the state in which it operates that it offers
Lifeline service in compliance with the rules we adopt today. These rules require that carriers
offer qualified low-income consumers the services that must be included within Lifeline
service, as discussed more fully below, including toll-limitation service. ILECs providing
Lifeline service will be required to waive Lifeline customers' federal SLCs and, conditioned
on state approval, to pass through to Lifeline consumers an additional $1.75 in federal
support. ILECs will then receive a corresponding amount of support from the new support
mechanisms. Other eligible telecommunications carriers will receive, for each qualifying lowincome consumer served, support equal to the federal SLC cap for primary residential and
single-line business connections, plus $1.75 in additional federal support conditioned on state
approval. The federal support amount must be passed through to the consumer in its entirety.
In addition, all carriers providing Lifeline service will be reimbursed from the new universal
service support mechanisms for their incremental cost of providing toll-limitation services to
Lifeline customers who elect to receive them. The remaining services included in Lifeline925
must be provided to qualifying low-income consumers at the carrier's lowest tariffed (or
otherwise generally available) rate for those services, or at the state's mandated Lifeline rate,
if the state mandates such a rate for low-income consumers.926
369. California PUC argues that all carriers, not just eligible telecommunications
carriers, should be able to participate in Lifeline.927 We believe that we have the authority
under sections 1, 4(i), 201, 205, and 254 to extend Lifeline to include carriers other than
eligible telecommunications carriers. We agree with the Joint Board, however, and decline to
do so at the present time. Elsewhere in this Order, we express our intention to incorporate
Lifeline into our broader universal service mechanisms adopted in this proceeding. We
believe that a single support mechanism with a single administrator following similar rules
will have significant advantages in terms of administrative convenience and efficiency.
Furthermore, in deciding which carriers may participate in Lifeline, we note that section
254(e) allows universal service support to be provided only to carriers deemed eligible
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BellSouth comments at 18.
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The services that must be included in Lifeline are discussed infra in section VIII.D.
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If the state-mandated Lifeline rate does not reflect a reduction in a CLEC's rate equal to the applicable
federal support amount, the federal support amount will be reduced accordingly to avoid double recovery.
927

California PUC comments at 12.
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pursuant to section 214(e).
370. We further observe that, contrary to the fears of some commenters,928 a large
class of carriers that will not be eligible to receive universal service support -- those providing
service purely by reselling another carrier's services purchased on a wholesale basis pursuant
to section 251(c)(4) -- will nevertheless be able to offer Lifeline service. The Local
Competition Order provides that all retail services, including below-cost and residential
services, are subject to wholesale rate obligations under section 251(c)(4).929 Resellers
therefore could obtain Lifeline service at wholesale rates that include the Lifeline support
amounts and can pass these discounts through to qualifying low-income consumers.930 We are
hopeful that states will take the steps required to ensure that low-income consumers can
receive Lifeline service from resellers. Further, we find that we can rely on the states to
ensure that at least one eligible telecommunications carrier is certified in all areas.931 As a
result, low-income consumers always will have access to a Lifeline program from at least one
carrier. We will reassess this approach in the future if it appears that the revised Lifeline
program is not being made available to low-income consumers nationwide.
371. WinStar contends that it would not be competitively neutral for the
Commission to deny Lifeline support to wireless providers that are technologically unable to
provide Lifeline to certain customers or areas.932 WinStar suggests that because of its 38 GHz
technology, for example, it would be unable to reach low-income consumers whose access to
its network is blocked by buildings or other obstructions. Under the 1996 Act, the only
carriers eligible to receive universal service support are those that provide service throughout
a geographic service area.933 Just as the Joint Board urged states to define reasonably small
service areas, in part to avoid precluding competition from carriers with limited geographic
scope, we also urge states to define service areas934 in a way that will promote competitive
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See, e.g., California PUC comments at 12; TURN comments at 6; California Dept. of Consumer Affairs
reply comments at 5.
929

See Local Competition Order, 11 FCC Rcd at 15723-15724. Although the Local Competition Order's
pricing provisions and "pick and choose" rule have been stayed by the 8th Circuit, its resale rules remain valid.
930

As discussed in the Local Competition Order, however, section 251(c)(4)(B) allows states to prohibit the
resale of Lifeline or any other means-tested service to end users not eligible to subscribe to such services. See
Local Competition Order, 11 FCC Rcd at 15724.
931

See 47 U.S.C. § 214(e)(3).

932

WinStar comments at 4, 12-13.

933

See 47 U.S.C. § 214(e)(2).

934

See 47 U.S.C. § 214(e)(1).
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neutrality by allowing carriers, such as WinStar, to serve some high cost consumers
efficiently.
372. We agree with the Joint Board that a voucher system, as proposed by some
commenters in response to the NPRM, would be administratively burdensome.935 Under this
proposal, Lifeline consumers would receive the Lifeline support amount in the form of a
voucher that could be used with the eligible telecommunications provider of their choice. As
discussed above, however, Lifeline support will be provided directly to carriers that offer
Lifeline service to qualifying low-income consumers.
c.

Consumer Qualifications for Lifeline

373. We agree with the Joint Board that the Commission should maintain this basic
framework for administering Lifeline qualification in states that provide intrastate support for
the Lifeline program.936 State agencies or telephone companies currently determine consumer
qualifications for Lifeline pursuant to standards set by narrowly targeted programs approved
by the Commission.937 We believe such criteria leave states sufficient flexibility to target
support based on that state's particular needs and circumstances. We also concur with the
Joint Board's recommendation938 that the Commission require states that provide intrastate
matching funds to base eligibility criteria solely on income or factors directly related to
income (such as participation in a low-income assistance program). Currently, some states
only make Lifeline assistance available to low-income individuals who, for example, are
elderly or have disabilities.939 We agree with the Joint Board's finding that the goal of
increasing low-income subscribership will best be met if the qualifications to receive Lifeline
assistance are based solely on income or factors directly related to income.
374. We also adopt the Joint Board's recommendation940 that the Commission apply
a specific means-tested eligibility standard, such as participation in a low-income assistance
program, in states that choose not to provide matching support from the intrastate jurisdiction.

935

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 303.

936

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 303.
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See 47 C.F.R. § 69.104(j)-(k).
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 303.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 303.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 303.
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Specifically, we find, as suggested in part by Benton and Edgemont,941 that the default
Lifeline eligibility standard in non-participating states will be participation in Medicaid, food
stamps, Supplementary Security Income (SSI), federal public housing assistance or Section
8,942 or Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP). While Benton and
Edgemont suggest that Lifeline eligibility be based on participation in one of these programs
by any member of a household, we find that, in the interest of administrative ease and
avoiding fraud, waste, and abuse, the named subscriber to the local telecommunications
service must participate in one of these assistance programs to qualify for Lifeline. We
specifically decline to base eligibility solely on a program, such as Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC), that will be altered significantly by the recently-enacted welfare
reform law,943 as Catholic Conference observes.944 Because we agree with the Joint Board,
however, that individuals who are eligible for assistance from low-income assistance programs
also should be eligible for Lifeline, participation in at least one of the programs mentioned
above shall be the federal eligibility standard applied in states that do not participate in
Lifeline. We conclude that basing Lifeline eligibility on participation in any of these lowincome assistance programs will achieve our goal of wide Lifeline participation by lowincome consumers, because the eligibility criteria for several of these programs vary.
Therefore, basing Lifeline eligibility on participation in any of these programs will reach more
low-income consumers than basing Lifeline eligibility solely on one of the programs. We
further conclude that if participation in Medicaid, food stamps, SSI, public housing assistance
or Section 8, or LIHEAP becomes an unworkable standard, as evidenced, for instance, by a
disproportionately low number of Lifeline consumers in states where such a standard is used,
the Commission shall revise the standard.
375. Catholic Conference is concerned that, if "eligibility for Lifeline [is] contingent
upon participation in low-income assistance programs," as it contends the Joint Board
recommended, this standard would reduce significantly the number of consumers qualifying
for Lifeline because of the newly enacted federal welfare reform law.945 We clarify, however,
that the Joint Board's recommendation, which we adopt, requires states to base eligibility on
income or factors directly related to income and merely suggests using participation in a low-

941

Letter from Ellis Jacobs, Edgemont, and Kevin Taglang, Benton, to William F. Caton, FCC, dated
February 21, 1997 (Benton and Edgemont Feb. 21 ex parte).
942

Section 8 is a federal housing assistance program administered by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
943

The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-193 (1996).

944

Catholic Conference comments at 9-10.

945

Catholic Conference comments at 9-10.
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income assistance program as the criterion.946 Thus, states may choose their eligibility criteria
as long as those criteria measure income or factors directly related to income. We have no
reason to conclude, at this time, that states will not take the required steps to reconcile
Lifeline qualification with changes in welfare laws. As discussed above, we have tied the
default Lifeline qualification standards (which will apply in states that do not provide
intrastate funds) to programs that commenters believe to be unaffected or minimally affected
by the new welfare legislation. We will, however, continue to monitor the situation and may
make further changes in the future if it appears that changes to other programs unduly limit
Lifeline eligibility.
376. Although we could require, pursuant to our Title II authority, that Lifeline
customers' qualifications be verified,947 we conclude that we should delay implementing the
Joint Board's recommendation to require such verification, because the history of federal-state
comity in administering the Lifeline program justifies allowing states to determine whether to
verify eligibility. We agree with the Universal Service Alliance948 that states providing
matching intrastate Lifeline support should continue to have the discretion to determine the
appropriateness of verification of Lifeline customers' qualification for the program. Because
these states are generating support from the intrastate jurisdiction, they have an incentive to
control fraud, waste, and abuse of the support mechanism. California, for example, allows
customers to self-certify their eligibility for Lifeline because studies indicate that the cost of
verifying eligibility would exceed losses resulting from fraud and abuse.949 Because states
that are generating matching intrastate support have a strong interest in controlling the size of
the support mechanism, we do not find at this time that imposing stricter federal verification
requirements is necessary to ensure that the size of the support mechanisms remains at
reasonable levels.950 We will revisit this conclusion, however, to ensure the sustainability and
predictability of the sizing of the support mechanisms. In light of these conclusions, we find
it no longer necessary to reduce the level of Lifeline support in states that choose not to
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 303.
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Indeed, we currently require such verification as a condition for receiving a waiver of the entire SLC (as
opposed to merely half). See 47 C.F.R. § 69.104(j)-( l).
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Universal Service Alliance comments at 14.
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Letter from Jack Leutza, California Public Utilities Commission, to William F. Caton, FCC, dated January
28, 1997 (California PUC January 28 ex parte). We observe that the California PUC recently directed its staff to
consider a verification program if doing so would substantially increase the amount of federal funding received.
See California PUC comments at 11. See also Rulemaking on the Commission's Own Motion into Universal
Service and to Comply with the Mandates of Assembly Bill 3643, Order 96-10-066 (Cal. PUC Oct. 25, 1996) at
236-37.
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AT&T comments at 17. See also USTA comments at 33 (arguing that the Commission should prohibit
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require that consumer qualification be verified. California PUC urges continuation of this
two-tiered structure, but only as an alternative to a verification requirement based on 150% of
the poverty line.951
377. With respect to verification in states in which the federal default qualification
criteria apply, we will require carriers to obtain customers' signatures on a document
certifying under penalty of perjury that the customer is receiving benefits from one of the
programs included in the default standard,952 identifying the program or programs from which
the customer receives benefits, and agreeing to notify the carrier if the customer ceases to
participate in such program or programs.
378. Although we generally defer to the states to establish Lifeline eligibility
criteria, we encourage states to adopt Lifeline administrative procedures, including eligibility
verification procedures, that are as efficient as possible. We observe, for example, that New
York, among other states, has substantially cut Lifeline overhead by mandating the exchange
of computer files between social service agencies, which administer participation in the other
public assistance programs that constitute Lifeline eligibility, and the state's LECs.953 Thus,
Lifeline enrollment in New York is automatic. As CPI suggests, automatic enrollment might
further justify the increased federal support amount, because more low-income consumers
would benefit from Lifeline.954 We note also that automatic enrollment could comport with
competitive neutrality if all eligible telecommunications providers can have access to the same
information indicating which consumers are eligible for Lifeline. We conclude that the public
interest is best served by minimizing overhead expenses, and encourage state innovation in
this area to better serve low-income consumers.
d.

Link Up

379. We agree with the Joint Board955 that the Link Up funding mechanisms should
be removed from the jurisdictional separations rules and that the program should be funded
through equitable and non-discriminatory contributions from all interstate telecommunications
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California PUC comments at 13.
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As discussed supra, the default Lifeline eligibility criteria apply in states that choose to have no
intrastate support for Lifeline. The default criteria are participation in Medicaid, food stamps, SSI, federal public
housing assistance or Section 8, or LIHEAP.
953

New York DPS January 28 ex parte at 1.

954

CPI comments at 4, n.3.

955

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.
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carriers.956 Funding the program through contributions from all interstate carriers will allow
for explicit and competitively neutral support mechanisms. Commenters addressing this point
generally agree with this approach.957
380. We also adopt the Joint Board's recommendation958 that we amend our Link Up
program so that any eligible telecommunications carrier may draw support from the new Link
Up support mechanism if that carrier offers to qualifying low-income consumers a reduction
of its service connection charges equal to one half of the carrier's customary connection
charge or $30.00, whichever is less.959 Support shall be available only for the primary
residential connection.960 When the carrier offers eligible customers a deferred payment plan
for connection charges, we agree with the Joint Board that we should preserve the current rule
providing support to reimburse carriers for waiving interest on the deferred charges. In the
absence of evidence that increasing the level of Link Up support for connecting each eligible
customer would significantly promote universal service goals, we will maintain the present
level of support for Link Up, as the Joint Board recommended.961 To ensure that the
opportunity for carrier participation is competitively neutral, we adopt the Joint Board's
recommendation962 to eliminate the requirement that the commencement-of-service charges
eligible for support be filed in a state tariff.963
381.
For the sake of administrative simplicity, we revise our rules to require that
the same qualification requirements that apply to Lifeline in each state, including its
verification standards, also shall apply to Link Up in that state. This step will advance
administrative simplicity while states assess their approaches to universal service and while
we seek further recommendations from the Joint Board.964 We further observe that this rule
will change nothing in the majority of states, which already use the same eligibility criteria

956

See infra section XIII for a discussion of how carriers will recover their contributions.

957

See, e.g., CNMI comments at 30; GSA comments at 7-8; Ohio PUC comments at 12.

958

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.

959

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.

960

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.

961

Cf, e.g., Edgemont comments at 2; New Jersey Advocate comments at 6.

962

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.

963

See 47 C.F.R. § 36.711(d).

964

In the Recommended Decision, the Joint Board recommended that states should continue to establish
means-tested Link Up qualification criteria.
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for both programs.965 This change, however, will base states' ability to set Link Up eligibility
criteria on whether they participate in Lifeline. Accordingly, we eliminate the requirement
that states verify Link Up customers' qualifications for the program and instead rely on the
states to determine whether the costs of verification outweigh the potential for fraud, waste,
and abuse. Because only those states generating intrastate Lifeline support will make this
determination, they will have an independent incentive to control fraud, waste, and abuse. In
states that do not participate in Lifeline, the federal default Lifeline qualifications also will
apply to Link Up.
382. We also adopt the Joint Board's recommendation966 that states shall be
prohibited from restricting the number of service connections per year for which low-income
consumers who relocate can receive Link Up support. Commenters observe that this rule is
vital for migrant farmworkers and low-income individuals who have difficulty maintaining a
permanent residence,967 and we agree that this rule will help ensure that consumers in all
regions of the nation have access to affordable telecommunications services968 and that rates
for such services are reasonable.969
D.

Services Included in Lifeline and Link Up
1.

Background

383. The Joint Board recommended970 that low-income consumers should have
access to the same services designated for support for rural, insular, and high cost areas.971
The Joint Board also recommended that support should be provided for toll-limitation services
to the extent a carrier possesses the capability of providing such services. Toll-limitation
services include both toll blocking, which prevents the placement of all long distance calls for
which the subscriber would be charged, and toll control, which limits the toll charges a

965

See FCC Monitoring Report, tbl. 2.4.

966

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 304.

967

Catholic Conference comments at 8-9; Edgemont comments at 16-18. See also Robert J. Lock
comments at 16-18.
968

See 47 U.S.C. § 254(b)

969

See 47 U.S.C. §§ 154(i), 201, 205.

970

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 284.

971

Those services are: single-party service; voice grade access to the public switched telephone network;
DTMF or its functional digital equivalent; access to emergency services; access to interexchange service; access
to directory assistance; and access to operator services.
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subscriber can incur during a billing period to a preset amount.972 The Joint Board
recommended that carriers without such capability be required to add the capability to provide
at least toll blocking in any switch upgrades. The Joint Board recommended that carriers
offering toll limitation receive support based on the incremental cost of providing such
service. The Joint Board also recommended973 that the Commission prohibit carriers receiving
universal service support for providing Lifeline service from disconnecting such service for
non-payment of toll charges.974 The Joint Board further recommended that the Commission
adopt a national rule prohibiting telecommunications carriers from requiring consumers
participating in any state's Lifeline program to pay service deposits in order to initiate service
if those consumers voluntarily elect to receive toll blocking.975
2.

Discussion

384. Services for Low-Income Consumers. We agree with the Joint Board that we
should ensure, through universal service support mechanisms, that low-income consumers
have access to certain services. The current Lifeline program does not require that lowincome consumers receive a particular level of telecommunications services. Thus, heeding
the specific recommendation of the Joint Board and a majority of commenters,976 we amend
the Lifeline program to provide that Lifeline service must include the following services:
single-party service; voice grade access to the public switched telephone network; DTMF or
its functional digital equivalent; access to emergency services; access to operator services;
access to interexchange service; access to directory assistance; and toll-limitation services, as

972

NPRM at para. 54. Throughout this Order, we will use the term "toll limitation" to refer to both services
generically, and the terms "toll control" and "toll blocking" when discussing the respective services specifically.
973

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 286.

974

The Joint Board recommended, however, that the Commission permit state utilities regulators to grant an
otherwise eligible telecommunications carrier a limited waiver of this requirement if the carrier can establish
that: (1) it would incur substantial costs in complying with such a requirement; (2) it offers toll-limitations
services to its Lifeline subscribers at no charge; and (3) telephone subscribership among low-income consumers
in the carrier's service area is at least as high as the national subscribership level for low-income consumers.
Pursuant to the Joint Board's recommendation, the waiver would terminate after two years, at which time the
carrier could reapply for the waiver.
975

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 305.

976

See, e.g., Catholic Conference comments at 9; Citizens Utilities comments at 30; NCTA comments at 1516; United Church of Christ comments at 2-4; Washington UTC comments at 11.
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discussed in section IV above.977 In determining the specific services to be provided to lowincome consumers, we adopt the Joint Board's reasoning that section 254(b)(3) calls for
access to services for "[c]onsumers in all regions of the Nation, including low-income
consumers"978 and that universal service principles may not be realized if low-income support
is provided for service inferior to those supported for other subscribers. As discussed above,
all these services, with the exception of toll limitation, also will be supported by universal
service support mechanisms for rural, insular, and high cost areas, and we therefore find that
low-income consumers should receive support for these services.
385. We further agree with the Joint Board's recommendation979 and many
commenters' suggestions980 that Lifeline consumers also should receive, without charge, tolllimitation services. As the Joint Board observed, studies demonstrate that a primary reason
subscribers lose access to telecommunications services is failure to pay long distance bills.981
Because voluntary toll blocking allows customers to block toll calls, and toll control allows
customers to limit in advance their toll usage per month or billing cycle, these services assist
customers in avoiding involuntary termination of their access to telecommunications services.
The Joint Board concluded, however, that low-income consumers may not be able to afford
voluntary toll-limitation services in a number of jurisdictions.982 Therefore, like the Joint
Board, we are confident that providing voluntary toll limitation without charge to low-income
consumers, should encourage subscribership among low-income consumers. Our conclusion
is based, in part, on the success of toll limitation in states such as Pennsylvania, which boasts
one of the nation's highest subscribership rates.983 Customers of Bell Atlantic-Pennsylvania
may receive toll limitation without charge when initiating telephone service or when, after toll
service has been terminated for non-payment, they pay all outstanding charges and request

977

See supra section IV, Definition of Universal Service, and infra para 62. We note that for a few
services, including toll-limitation services, we have established a period of time during which eligible
telecommunications carriers will be permitted to upgrade their switches to provide these services.
978

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 284 ( citing 47 U.S.C. § 254(b)(3)).
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285.

980

See, e.g., California PUC comments at 10; Catholic Conference comments at 9; CNMI comments at 31;
DC OPC comments at 1; Florida PSC comments at 4; GSA comments at 8-9; MFS comments at 27; NASUCA
comments at 9; Ohio PUC comments at 8; Public Advocate comments at 2; SBC comments at 7; TURN
comments at 2; WorldCom comments at 23; AT&T reply comments at 19; Georgia PSC reply comments at 2.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285.
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See Subscribership Notice, 10 FCC Rcd at 13007.
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such service.984 Furthermore, we find that toll-limitation services are "essential to education,
public health or public safety"985 and "consistent with the public interest, convenience, and
necessity"986 for low-income consumers in that they maximize the opportunity of those
consumers to remain connected to the telecommunications network.
386. We also adopt the Joint Board's recommendation that carriers providing
voluntary toll limitation should be compensated from universal service support mechanisms
for the incremental cost of providing toll-limitation services.987 We disagree with PacTel's
proposal that carriers should receive support for their lost revenues in providing toll-limitation
services (defined as the amount customers normally would pay for the service).988 We find
that recovery of the incremental costs of toll-limitation services is adequate cost recovery that
does not place an unreasonable burden on the support mechanisms. By definition,
incremental costs include the costs that carriers otherwise would not incur if they did not
provide toll-limitation service to a given customer, and carriers will be compensated for their
costs in providing such service.989 Because low-income consumers may otherwise be unlikely
to purchase toll-limitation services,990 we do not find it is necessary to support the full retail
charge for toll-limitation services the carrier would charge other consumers. We therefore
also conclude that universal service support should not contribute to the service's joint and
common costs. As discussed below, we require that Lifeline subscribers receive tolllimitation services without charge.
387. PacTel also urges the Commission to "allow carriers to devise specific
solutions targeted at their own customers, rather than dictating a regulatory approach."
PacTel asserts that studies indicate that consumers prefer to limit rather than to block their
toll calls, and the Commission's rules should preserve carriers' flexibility to decide which
services to offer.991 We emphasize that Lifeline consumers' acceptance of toll blocking is
voluntary, and that Lifeline consumers are free to select toll control, which limits rather than
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See Subscribership Notice, 10 FCC Rcd at 13007.
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47 U.S.C. § 254(c)(1)(A).
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47 U.S.C. § 254(c)(1)(D).
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285.
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PacTel comments at 30-31.
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For this reason, it is unclear to us what "start-up costs" PacTel is concerned will go uncompensated. See
PacTel comments at 30-31.
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285.
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PacTel comments at 34.
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prevents consumers' ability to place toll calls from carriers providing such a service. Both toll
blocking and toll control are forms of toll-limitation service that would be supported by
federal universal service mechanisms.
388. As explained in section IV, however, we will authorize state commissions to
grant carriers that are technically incapable of providing toll-limitation services a period of
time during which they may receive universal service support for serving Lifeline consumers
while they complete upgrading their switches so that they can offer such services.992 The
Joint Board observed that most carriers currently are capable of providing toll-blocking
service,993 and some carriers are capable of providing toll control.994 Eligible
telecommunications carriers with deployed switches that are incapable of providing tolllimitation services, however, shall not be required to provide such services to customers
served by those switches until those switches are upgraded. We adopt the Joint Board's
recommendation, however, that, when they make any switch upgrades, eligible
telecommunications carriers currently incapable of providing toll-limitation services must add
the capability to their switches to provide at least toll blocking in any switch upgrades (but
Lifeline support in excess of the incremental cost of providing toll blocking shall not be
provided for such switch upgrades ).995 This is not an exception to eligible
telecommunications carriers' general obligation to provide toll-limitation services; rather, it is
a transitional mechanism to allow eligible telecommunications carriers a reasonable time in
which to replace existing equipment that technically prevents the provision of the service.
389. We concur with the Joint Board that support should not be provided for tolllimitation services for consumers other than low-income consumers.996 Subscribership levels
fall well below the national average only among low-income consumers, and, as the Joint
Board observed, a principal reason for this disparity appears to be service termination due to
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285.
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For example, the Joint Board identified the following carriers as offering toll blocking: Ameritech, Bell
Atlantic, BellSouth, GTE, NYNEX, Pacific Telesis Group, and Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.
Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285 n.1284.
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The Joint Board identified the following carriers as offering toll control: Bell Atlantic-Pennsylvania;
Denver and Ephrata Telephone and Telegraph Company; Pacific Telesis; and Southwestern Bell Telephone
Company. See Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285 n.1284. Pacific Telesis points out that the Joint
Board incorrectly identified it as offering toll control. PacTel comments at 30 n.44. We observe that some
commenters discussed the difficulty of providing toll control for LECs who do not rate long distance calls. See,
e.g., Ameritech comments at 16; California Dept. of Consumer Affairs comments at 42; California Dept. of
Consumer Affairs reply comments at 12.
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See Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 285-286.
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failure to pay toll charges.997 Therefore, we adopt the Joint Board's recommendation that, to
the extent carriers are capable of providing them, toll-limitation services should be supported
only for low-income consumers at this time.
390. No Disconnection of Local Service for Non-Payment of Toll Charges. We also
adopt the Joint Board's recommendation and reasoning that we should prohibit eligible
telecommunications carriers from disconnecting Lifeline service for non-payment of toll
charges.998 As the NPRM999 and the Joint Board1000 both noted, studies suggest that
disconnection for non-payment of toll charges is a significant cause of low subscribership
rates among low-income consumers.1001 For this reason, many commenters supported the
Joint Board's proposal.1002 Furthermore, the no-disconnect rule advances the principles of
section 254 that "quality services should be available at just, reasonable, and affordable
rates"1003 and that access to telecommunications services should be provided to "consumers in

997

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 286.

998

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 286. This decision should not be construed to affect the ability
of the states to implement a rule prohibiting disconnection of local service for non-payment of toll charges for
non-Lifeline customers.
999

NPRM at para. 56 ( citing Subscribership Notice, 10 FCC Rcd at 13005-06). We are not persuaded by
the statistics that MCI offers in an attempt to show that a no-disconnect rule is not effective in increasing
subscribership. MCI comments at 12-13. There is no statistical significance in the difference between
Pennsylvania's penetration increase (2.2 percent) and the nationwide average increase (2.5 percent) (Pennsylvania
has had a no-disconnect rule since 1985), nor is there any showing that penetration in other states was not
inhibited by the disconnection of local service for non-payment of toll charges. See id.
1000

Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 286.
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See, e.g., "Affordability of Telephone Service - A Survey of Customers and Non-Customers," Field
Research Corporation, 1993, vol. 1, at S-7 ( California Affordability Study); Mueller and Schement, Universal
Service from the Bottom Up: A Profile of Telecommunications Access in Camden, New Jersey
, Rutgers
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of Joint Board Decision, Second Study and Report, CC Docket Nos. 78-72, 80-286, 87-339, FCC 89J-3 (1989) at
15, (study conducted by Regional Bell Holding Companies and the GTE Telephone Operating Companies, Inc.,
at the request of the CC Docket No. 80-286 Joint Board and showing that the inability to control long distance
usage is a major cause of disconnection of telephone service).
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all regions of the nation, including low-income consumers."1004 We therefore believe that
such a rule is within the ambit of our authority in section 254. We further find, consistent
with these principles, that an eligible telecommunications carrier may not deny a Lifeline
consumer's request for re-establishment of local service on the basis that the consumer was
previously disconnected for non-payment of toll charges.
391. We also find that our adoption of a no-disconnect rule will make the market for
billing and collection of toll charges more competitively neutral.1005 Currently, the ILEC is
the only toll charge collection agent that can offer the penalty of disconnecting a customer's
local telephone service for non-payment of other charges. ILECs have maintained this special
prerogative, although the interstate long distance market and the local exchange markets
legally have been separated for over a decade, and interstate billing and collection activities
have been deregulated since 1986.1006 Because the practice of disconnecting local service for
non-payment of toll charges essentially is a vestige of the monopoly era, we find our rule
prohibiting that practice will further advance the pro-competitive, deregulatory goals of the
1996 Act.
392. Contrary to DC OPC suggestion,1007 we agree with several commenters1008 and
limit the federal rule to Lifeline subscribers at this time, because only low-income consumers
experience dramatically lower subscribership levels that can be attributed to toll charges.1009
If we subsequently find that subscribership levels among non-Lifeline subscribers begin to
decrease, we will consider whether this rule should apply to all consumers. In the interest of
comity, however, we leave to the states' discretion whether such a rule should apply to other
consumers at this time.
393. We further conclude that carriers offering Lifeline service must apply partial
payments received from Lifeline consumers first to local service charges and then to toll
charges, in keeping with our goal of maintaining low-income consumers' access to local
telecommunications services. We find that this rule furthers the principle in section 254 that
access to telecommunications services should be provided to "consumers in all regions of the

1004

47 U.S.C. § 254(b)(3).
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See Ohio PUC comments at 9.
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Detariffing of Billing and Collection Services, Report and Order, CC Docket No. 85-88, 102 FCC 2d
1150 (1986), recon. denied, 1 FCC Rcd 445 (1986).
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Subscribership Notice, 10 FCC Rcd at 13009.
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nation, including low-income consumers"1010 and is within our authority in section 1 to make
communications services available to as many people as possible.1011 Whether a Lifeline
consumer's long distance and local service providers are the same or different entities shall
not affect the application of this rule. While a carrier providing both local and long distance
service to the same consumer must be able to distinguish between the services' respective
charges to comply with our rule, we find that any administrative burden this initially may
cause is outweighed by the benefit of maintaining Lifeline consumers' access to local
telecommunications services.
394. We also do not condition the rule prohibiting disconnection of local service for
non-payment of toll charges on the consumer's agreement to accept toll-limitation services.
Proponents of this condition essentially argue that without this condition carriers will
experience higher levels of uncollectible toll expenses.1012 We are not convinced that toll
limitation is necessary, however, because toll-service providers already have available the
functional equivalent of toll limitation. That is, we observe that our rule prohibiting
disconnection of Lifeline service will not prevent toll-service providers from discontinuing toll
service to customers, including Lifeline customers, who fail to pay their bills. Although this
may have been impossible with the switching technology used in the past, it is achievable
now.1013 In virtually all cases, IXCs receive calling party information with each call routed to
them and could refuse to complete calls from subscriber connections with arrearages. As to
existing unpaid amounts (as to which toll limitation is irrelevant), because the rule does not
affect toll carriers' ability to collect their bills using all the methods available to any other
creditor, we disagree with both ACTA, which argues without further elaboration that the nodisconnect rule would be "constitutionally suspect,"1014 and GTE, which asserts that it would
force carriers to cross-subsidize uncollectible toll bills with revenues obtained from other toll

1010

47 U.S.C. § 254(b)(3).

1011

47 U.S.C. § 151.

1012

See, e.g., MCI comments at 12; PacTel comments at 32; USTA comments at 33; TRA reply comments
at 15-16.
1013

See Subscribership Notice, 10 FCC Rcd at 13009 (tentatively concluding that current switching
technology does not provide a technical barrier to selective blocking of long distance calls) and Disconnection of
Basic Local Exchange Service for the Nonpayment of Charges Associated with Services Other Than Basic Local
Exchange Service, Finding and Order, Case No. 95-790-TP-COI, Ohio PUC (June 12, 1996) (concurring with
Commission's tentative conclusion in Subscribership Notice that current switching technology is capable of
selectively blocking calls). We also note that the record in this proceeding does not indicate that current
switching technology is incapable of allowing carriers to selectively block long distance calls.
1014

ACTA reply comments at 4.
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bills.1015 We also are confident that, where legally permissible, the toll-services industry will
find ways of sharing information to protect itself against any consumers that might seek to
exploit the rule by regularly switching carriers after incurring substantial charges. Further, we
expect, as did the Joint Board, that a rule prohibiting eligible telecommunications carriers
from disconnecting Lifeline subscribers' local service for non-payment of toll charges should
create an incentive for carriers to offer low-income consumers services to manage their toll
expenditures, further reducing the potential of uncollectible charges.1016
395. For similar reasons, we disagree with commenters arguing that carriers' marketdriven initiatives can achieve the same effect as a no-disconnect rule.1017 We conclude that
the overall approach that we take here will provide carriers with adequate flexibility to initiate
market-driven solutions for attracting and maintaining low-income subscribers. We
acknowledge the initiatives that PacTel has taken, as described in its comments,1018 but find
that a federal no-disconnect rule will best meet our objective of assisting low-income
consumers in maintaining access to local telecommunications services and fostering
competitive telecommunications markets.
396. Despite the benefits of a no-disconnect rule for Lifeline consumers, we agree
with the Joint Board that state utilities regulators should have the ability, in the first instance,
to grant carriers a limited waiver of the requirement under limited, special circumstances.
Accordingly, we adopt the Joint Board's recommendation that carriers may file waiver
requests with their state commissions. To obtain a waiver, the carrier must make a threepronged showing. First, the carrier must show that it would incur substantial costs in
complying with such a requirement. Such costs could relate to burdens associated with
technical or administrative issues, for example. For example, some carriers providing both
local and long distance service to the same consumer may find it particularly burdensome to
distinguish between local and long distance charges. Second, the carrier must demonstrate
that it offers toll-limitation services to its Lifeline subscribers. We find that, if a carrier is
permitted by its state commission to disconnect local service for non-payment of toll bills, its
Lifeline consumers should at least be able to control their toll bills through toll limitation.
Third, the carrier must show that telephone subscribership among low-income consumers in
its service area in the state from which it seeks the waiver, is at least as high as the national
subscribership level for low-income consumers. Carriers must make this showing because, we
conclude, applying a no-disconnect policy to carriers serving areas with subscribership levels
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GTE comments at 85-86.
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See Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 286; TRA reply comments at 15.
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See, e.g., GTE comments at 85-86; PacTel comments at 33.
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below the national average will help to improve such particularly low subscribership levels.1019
This waiver standard is therefore extremely limited, and a carrier must meet a heavy burden
to obtain a waiver.1020 Furthermore, such waivers should be for no more than two years, but
they may be renewed.1021 If a party believes that a state commission has made an incorrect
decision regarding a waiver request, or if a state commission does not make a decision
regarding a waiver request within 30 days of its submission, such party may file an appeal
with the Commission.1022 The party must file the appeal with the Commission within 30 days
of either the state commission's decision or the date on which the state commission should
have rendered its decision. Furthermore, a state commission choosing not to act on waiver
requests promptly should refer any such requests to the Commission.
397. We decline to adopt PacTel's proposals to relax the waiver requirements for the
no-disconnect rule. PacTel asserts that carriers like itself, which offer an "equivalent to" toll
limitation, should be exempt from the no-disconnect rule.1023 PacTel offers toll blocking
without charge for no more than six months to consumers who either are on the verge of
being disconnected for non-payment and wish to retain basic local service, or have been
disconnected and must accept toll blocking as a substitute for paying outstanding balances or
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Recommended Decision, 12 FCC Rcd at 287.
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See 47 C.F.R. § 1.3. (providing that a waiver of the Commission's rules may be granted for good cause
shown). See also Northeast Cellular Tel. Co. v. FCC, 897 F.2d 1164, 1166 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (providing that the
Commission may exercise its discretion to waive a rule when particular facts would make strict compliance
inconsistent with the public interest, and the party seeking the waiver demonstrates that the rule is unjust as
applied to the party given the unique circumstances of the situation; a waiver is thus appropriate only if special
circumstances warrant a deviation from the general rule and such deviation will better serve the public interest
than adherence to the general rule); WAIT Radio v. FCC, 418 F.2d 1153, 1157, 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1969), cert.
denied, 409 U.S. 1027 (1972) (explaining that "[t]he very essence of a waiver is the assumed validity of the
general rule . . .").
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a deposit in order to be reconnected. PacTel also offers toll blocking, for $2.00 per month,
with no time restriction.1024 We agree with the Joint Board that carriers must offer Lifeline
customers toll limitation without charge and without time restrictions in order to meet the
second prong of the waiver requirement. We conclude that providing Lifeline customers with
toll limitation will increase subscribership among low-income consumers. Furthermore, as
discussed above, we find that such waivers should be rare, given our conclusion that a nodisconnect rule will assist low-income subscribers in maintaining access to
telecommunications services. We therefore also reject PacTel's proposal to modify the third
requirement so that a carrier could obtain a waiver as long as the difference between the
national subscribership level and the level in the carrier's service area is no more than three
percentage points.
398. Prohibition on Service Deposits. Pursuant to the Joint Board's recommendation
and many commenters' urging,1025 we adopt a rule prohibiting eligible telecommunications
carriers from requiring a Lifeline subscriber to pay service deposits in order to initiate service
if the subscriber voluntarily elects to receive toll blocking.1026 We find that eliminating
service deposits for Lifeline customers upon their acceptance of toll blocking is consistent
with section 254(b) and within our general authority under sections 1, 4(i), 201, and 205 of
the Act. Section 201 of the Act gives the Commission authority to regulate common carriers'
rates and service offerings, and section 1 directs that the Commission's regulations provide as
many people as possible with the ability to obtain telecommunications services at reasonable
rates. We find that, because carriers' high service deposits deter subscribership among lowincome consumers,1027 it is within our authority to prohibit carriers from charging service
deposits for Lifeline consumers who accept toll blocking. Research suggests that carriers
often require customers to pay high service deposits in order to initiate service, particularly
when customers have had their service disconnected previously.1028 Therefore, we prohibit
eligible telecommunications carriers from requiring Lifeline service subscribers to pay service
deposits in order to initiate service if the subscriber voluntarily chooses to receive toll
blocking. As we have stated, universal service support shall be provided so that toll blocking
is made available to all Lifeline consumers at no additional charge. During the period of time
when carriers incapable of providing toll-limitation services are permitted to upgrade their
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switches to become capable of providing such services, however, Lifeline subscribers may be
required to pay service deposits.
399. Edgemont and Ohio PUC suggest that Lifeline consumers should receive the
benefits of not having to pay service deposits even if they do not accept toll blocking.1029 We
believe that toll blocking should be required, however, because it will significantly reduce the
risk of uncollectible toll bills, as DC OPC points out.1030 Because carriers charge service
deposits primarily to guard against uncollectible toll charges,1031 we are requiring consumers
to accept toll blocking (which bars the placement of toll calls) in order to benefit from a rule
prohibiting service deposits. We emphasize, however, that Lifeline consumers will not be
required to accept toll blocking in order to benefit from our rule prohibiting disconnection of
local service for non-payment of toll charges, because of the distinct nature of local and long
distance service. That is, consumers should not be required to accept toll blocking, which
controls long distance charges, in order to retain their local telecommunications service.
400. We disagree with commenters arguing that a rule prohibiting service deposits
for Lifeline customers who elect to receive toll blocking will interfere with carriers' legitimate
need to protect themselves against uncollectible charges. For example, USTA asserts that
"[d]eposit requirements are necessary to protect companies from offering unlimited credit to
persons that have demonstrated they cannot or will not handle previously incurred
charges."1032 Neither LECs nor IXCs are required to offer any customer "unlimited credit,"
however, and our action in this proceeding does not affect any carrier's ability to discontinue
providing service to a customer, including a Lifeline customer, who does not pay for the
service that carrier has provided.1033 Additionally, as the Joint Board reasoned,1034 consumers'
ability to benefit from a rule prohibiting the collection of service deposits is made conditional
on their accepting toll blocking, which further protects carriers. USTA argues that "[t]oll
blocking may prevent an unpaid balance from increasing, but it provides no incentive for
customers to pay outstanding balances."1035 We have been presented with no evidence,
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however, to suggest that a carrier would be less likely to charge service deposits to customers
with bad payment histories who have paid their arrearages than to such customers who have
not. Thus, it is unclear why allowing carriers to charge service deposits would provide
customers with any more incentive to pay outstanding balances.
401. In addition, carriers may protect themselves against consumers' failure to pay
local charges by requesting advance payments in the amount of one month's charges, as most
ILECs currently do. We would consider an advance-payment requirement exceeding one
month to be an improper deposit requirement, however. That is, while carriers could charge
one month's advance payment, they may take action against consumers only after such
charges have been incurred (through disconnection or collection efforts, for example).
Assessing charges on consumers before any overdue payments are owed could make access to
telecommunications services prohibitively expensive for low-income consumers.
402. GTE maintains that, if service deposits are reduced or eliminated, LECs should
be reimbursed for such reduction because the 1996 Act requires that universal service support
should be explicit.1036 We find, however, that eliminating service deposits will not create an
implicit subsidy. As the Joint Board pointed out, service deposits primarily guard against the
risk of non-payment of toll charges, which many ILECs bill to customers on behalf of
IXCs.1037 Carriers will be protected against nonpayment for services rendered by the
customer's election to receive toll blocking, a precondition to the customer's avoiding a
service deposit requirement. Ameritech argues that a service deposit prohibition may be
inappropriate in jurisdictions with usage-based local rates.1038 We are confident, however, that
carriers in these jurisdictions will find ways to protect themselves against arrearages, such as
through pre-payment and usage-limitation programs.
403. Other Services. In response to the NPRM, some commenters suggest that lowincome consumers should receive free access to information about telephone service and that
compensation for providing such information should come from support mechanisms.1039
These commenters appear to be concerned that low-income consumers will be unable to place
calls to gain telephone service information if the calls otherwise would be an in-region toll
call, or if the state's Lifeline program allows only a limited number of free calls. Similarly,
NAD suggests that universal service support mechanisms should provide support so that TTY
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users can make free relay calls to numbers providing LEC service information.1040 We agree
with the Joint Board's recommendation that the states are able to determine, pursuant to
section 254(f), whether to require carriers to provide Lifeline customers with free access to
information about telephone service.1041 The states are most familiar with the number of
consumers in their respective states affected by charges for these calls and may impose such a
requirement on carriers pursuant to section 254(f) through state universal service support
mechanisms. Additionally, we find that the record on free access to telephone service
information does not adequately explain how to support access to such information in a
competitively neutral way, so that consumers are assured access to such information from all
eligible service providers. We agree with the Joint Board that the same concerns militate
against providing federal support for low-income consumers with disabilities making relay
calls to gain access to LEC service information.1042
404. We concur with the Joint Board that, given the present structure of residential
interexchange rates, the record does not support providing universal service support for usage
of interexchange and advanced services for low-income consumers.1043 We will, however,
continue to monitor the interexchange services market to determine whether additional
measures are necessary for low-income consumers. We therefore reject Urban League's
argument that we provide additional support to ensure that low-income consumers have access
to advanced services through telecommunications connections with fax and modem
capability.1044 We observe that Lifeline services will be provided by telecommunications
carriers that have been certified as eligible for universal service support pursuant to section
214(e). Such carriers will be obligated to provide certain services, including access to
interexchange service, to consumers in rural, insular, and high cost areas, and we decline to
specify a different level of service for low-income consumers. We also conclude that the
steps we take to enable low-income consumers to have access to Lifeline service will increase
their ability to obtain advanced services. That is, advanced services generally are obtained
through local or interexchange service, and Lifeline service includes access to both.
Furthermore, as the Joint Board noted, it is unclear whether providing support for advanced
services is necessary at this time.1045 If only low-income consumers lack access to such
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services in the future, impeding the achievement of universal service goals, we will revisit this
issue.
405. Some commenters disagree with the Joint Board's recommendation that issues
relating to special-needs equipment for consumers with disabilities should not be addressed in
this proceeding because Congress provided for disabled individuals' access to
telecommunications services separately in section 255.1046 We agree with the Joint Board,
however, that these matters are best addressed in a proceeding to implement section 255.1047
We observe that we have taken a first step toward the implementation of section 255 with the
release of a Notice of Inquiry on September 19, 1996 and January 14, 1997.1048 Some parties
argue, however, that the section 255 proceeding will not address their concerns about the need
for subsidies for specialized customer premises equipment for persons with disabilities, tollcharge parity for TTY users, or subsidies for telecommuting costs for homebound individuals
with disabilities.1049 We find, however, that, if Congress had intended to include such support
mechanisms within the ambit of section 254, it would have done so in a more explicit
manner. Congress specifically identified other categories of users for whom support should
be provided pursuant to section 254, such as low-income consumers, consumers in rural,
insular, and high cost areas, schools and libraries, and rural health care providers.1050
Similarly, Congress clearly addressed access by disabled individuals in section 255.1051
Neither the text nor the legislative history of section 254 indicates that Congress intended for
us to create new support mechanisms targeted specifically to individuals with disabilities. We
observe, however, that individuals with disabilities will receive support through the programs
we adopt today to the extent that they fall within the supported categories that Congress
specified in section 254.
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406. Some commenters argue that support should be available to ensure that lowincome consumers who lack access to residential service nevertheless have access to
telecommunications services.1052 These commenters advocate support for voice mail or other
non-residential services for homeless individuals or, alternatively, for community-based groups
that provide such services. We adopt the Joint Board's recommendation, however, and
conclude that, in the interest of comity and in recognition of their ability to assess the needs
of their particular low-income population, states could elect to target their low-income
universal service programs to such groups. Federal Lifeline and Link Up programs, however,
were designed to make residential service more affordable for low-income consumers, and we
decline to change the basic structure of our programs at this time.
407. We generally agree with commenters that argue that low-income subscribership
levels might increase if there were more information available to low-income consumers about
the existence of assistance programs.1053 We agree with the Joint Board, however, that the
states are in a better position than the Commission to supply such information, particularly
given the flexibility states have to target low-income universal service programs to the
particular needs of their residents. Furthermore, while we conclude that support from federal
universal service support mechanisms will not be given to carriers distributing such
information, we note that eligible telecommunications carriers will be required to advertise the
availability of, and charges for, Lifeline pursuant to their obligations under section
214(e)(1).1054
E.

Implementation of Revised Lifeline and Link Up Programs

408. Although we find that the changes to Lifeline and Link Up we now adopt will
make both programs consistent with the Act and our objective of increasing subscribership
among low-income consumers, we find that the public interest would not be served by
disrupting the existing Lifeline and Link Up services that ILECs currently offer in most areas
of the country. We therefore must select a date on which the current Lifeline and Link Up
programs will terminate and the new programs begin.
409. Because the new universal service support mechanisms must be in place in
order to fund the revised Lifeline and Link Up programs, we conclude that the new Lifeline
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and Link Up funding mechanisms will commence on January 1, 1998. Additionally, support
for toll limitation for Lifeline subscribers shall begin at that same time, because support for
this service also should come from the new support mechanisms.
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